Frozen Drink Machine
IMPORTANT
Be sure equipment is connected to properly grounded 120 volt power supply with 15 amp
circuit. Make sure all plastic is snapped into place. Plug machine directly into an outlet. If
you must use an extension cord, use only a No. 10 wire cord as short as possible. DO NOT
use machine in direct sunlight.
USE FROZEN DRINK MIX ONLY
USE OF ANY OTHER PRODUCT MAY RESULT IN IMPROPER FREEZING
DO NOT CHANGE SETTINGS
THEY ARE AT THEIR OPTIMAL SETTINGS
Mixing
Mocktail - Non-Alcoholic
Mix one bottle (½ gal. of concentrate) with 2 gallons of water (hint: use empty mix bottle 4x)
Cocktail - With Alcohol
Mix one bottle (½ gal. of concentrate) with 1 ½ gallon of water (hint: use empty mix bottle 3x) with ½ gallon of alcohol
(Known as a "Handle")
Pre mixing will expedite freezing. Pre-cool the mixture prior to pouring into the machine. Makes approximately 50 - 8 oz.
servings. It will take approximately 2 hours for fluids to freeze.

***Adding alcohol will drastically slow the freezing process***
We suggest you add alcohol after you have poured the drinks or allow additional mix time. Pour the mixture in to
machine's bowl, up to the maximum fill-line. DO NOT OVERFILL!
Operation
1. Install the cover and check that it is correctly placed over the bowl.
2. Make sure barrel (container) is correctly snapped in.
3. Set the power switch to "1" ON position. DO NOT run machine dry (without mix).
4. Set the mixer/refrigeration switch to "11" FROZEN position. If mixture begins to over freeze, turn switch to "1"
CHILLED position.
5. Set the light switch to "1" ON position.
6. Refill bowl when empty with pre-mixed, pre-cooled product.
Cleaning
1. Empty any remaining contents.
2. Rinse bowl by adding clean warm water, and completely drain.
3. Please DO NOT disassemble the machine, we will take care of the rest of the cleaning.
If a problem occurs during use, please give Big 4 Party a call at (1-877-740-7444)
REMEMBER, you are renting this equipment. Be sure you are aware of the terms of your rental contract.
Always return your chafing dish or tureen clean to avoid additional cleaning charges.

